The 1746 Society gratefully acknowledges these benefactors whose estate gifts to the University show that the future of Princeton was close to their hearts. This list represents members of the 1746 Society who passed away in 2016, as well as those from whom a bequest was received but had not been previously enrolled in the society. We honor their thoughtful generosity.

R. Quintus Anderson ’53  
Raymond F. Beagle, Jr. ’47  
John O. Bodman ’56  
Sarah M. Bolster S52  
Samuel A. Bowman, III ’59  
Darrell H. Boyd ’48 P83 g16  
Brian H. Breuel ’66  
Morris Cheston, Jr. ’59 P92  
Jerry N. Clark ’63  
Walter W. Craigie ’52  
Mary S. Cross F  
Robert V. S. Davis, Jr. ’55  
David L. Dennison ’42 P73  
Allen E. Everett ’55  
Duane A. Stephen Griswold, M.D. ’87  
Sigrid O. Harnsberger F  
Carl D. Hinrichsen ’43  
Robert E. Ix ’51 P85  
Hamilton F. Kean ’47  

Philo Rockwell King Jr. ’45  
Llewellyn W. Lord, Jr. ’47  
J. Michael Mahoney ’51  
Howard S. Mele ’49  
Mrs. Kenneth R. Mitchell W52  
Caroline R. Moseley S55 h55  
Lora Green Moses W38  
Mrs. Joseph A. Palermo W*50  
S. Ralph Parris *58  
John M. Raymond, Jr. ’46  
Thomas W. Remchick ’49  
Harold H. Saunders ’52 P*02 h02  
Louis V. Sorrentino ’45  
Hugh B. Sweeny, Jr. ’35 P66 P70  
Lynn B. Tipson ’41 P65 P69 g96 g05 g09  
Richard B. C. Warren ’51  
Robert M. Wohlforth, II ’47 P72 P76 g99 g01 g07  
Robert P. Zabel ’52 P81  
Anonymous (2)